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SUMMARY
This Little Black Book was produced to
educate young organizers on the crucial role
of the United States’ electoral system in
advancing social change.
It includes:
• a timeline of how voting rights were
secured for different communities;
• information on the effects of voter
suppression today;
• case studies that illustrate the connections
between the courts and important voting
rights issues on a federal and local level;
• and actionable items you can use in your
organizing efforts around voter education
and engagement.
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In order to create positive change that
lasts, we must be at the front lines of
increasing access to the ballot box for those
communities historically excluded from
participating in this country’s democratic
processes. We must also connect the dots
between the critical issues impacting young
people and the political processes. This
publication is meant to help fill that gap and
be used as a resource to strengthen young
change agents’ voter engagement with
issues important to them. By making sure we
engage with the electoral process at every
level of government, we are better suited to
advance social justice in our communities.
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VOTING RIGHTS
THROUGHOUT U.S. HISTORY
How Voting Rights Were Secured For Communities
Let’s make one thing very clear: the United States has never
lived up to its promise of a fully participatory, democratic society.
In fact, for the majority of its history, the US has employed statesactioned violence to restrict access to political life – allowing
only a small portion of the population to make decisions in the
name of disenfranchised communities. As organizers committed
to the collective liberation of historically disenfranchised
communities, it’s up to us to not only set the record straight
on US history but to formulate a vision of where we can go,
together.
The purpose of this Civic Engagement and Vote Program Little
Black Book is to explore the role of voting and civic engagement
organizing to building a robust democracy. By working to peel
back the layers of how our communities won access to and
shaped the franchise, we will provide the next generation of
movement leaders with the conceptual framework they need to
do the visionary work of building power through institutions like
electoral politics.
As we are organizing in local, state, and federal elections, it’s
important to realize that the ability to vote and to have one’s
voices heard in decision-making spaces is, in and of itself, a
radical concept – so radical, in fact, that it has been undermined
at every turn by those who benefit from authoritarian, elitist
regimes. In the US alone, both political parties and countless
advocacy organizations have engaged in the work of
manipulating access to voting for partisan advantage. They’ve
employed poll taxes, literacy tests, voter challenges, grandfather
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clauses, intimidation, racial gerrymandering, voter identification
laws, and complex residency requirements to make it difficult,
and at times impossible, for entire political constituencies to
cast their ballots. That we have come as a people to believe
that everyone can and should vote is actually not only factually
inaccurate today, it hasn’t been historically accurate at any point
in US history.
In many ways, ours is a history of expanding and constraining
voting rights. At this country’s founding, only White, landowning non-Jewish, non-Catholic aristocrats were able to
vote in elections. From then on, the access of White, affluent,
men to the franchise has continued unthreatened. However,
this small group, invested with unchallenged political, social,
and economic power, has conspired to limit others’ abilities
to partake in the US democratic process. Far from working
towards a democracy in which every person had a vote, they
manipulated the democratic process to serve their policy
agendas.
Indeed, many of the restrictions for voting – for instance, that
we register to vote at all – are reflective of decades of struggle
and debate over who should be able to vote, when they should
be able to vote, and how they’re to cast their ballot. While many
take it as a fait accompli that people in this country file voter
registrations either at their Department of Motor Vehicles or

elsewhere, they’d likely be surprised to know that the US is
among the only countries to require people to take the step of
registering themselves to vote. Other conditions of the voting
process – that we vote via secret ballot, for instance, all owe their
origins to the attempts of moneyed interests to disenfranchise
voters who cannot comfortably read English on their own or to
place additional barriers between recently naturalized people and
the ballot box. The very notion that we refer to the privilege of
voting rather than a constitutional right to vote speaks to the
fact that the US electoral system is designed to limit rather than
incentivize democratic participation.
Faced with this history of gradual – but by no means
universal – enfranchisement, organizers today are faced with the
complicated task of working to mobilize those who can vote,
organize communities against attempts to roll back access to the
franchise, and engage those who cannot vote in building long-term
political power. At YP4, we believe this work requires a conceptual
redefinition of what it means to do civic engagement.
As we define it, civic engagement entails not only connecting
communities to the institutions of civic life (i.e. public service, the
vote) but working alongside those communities to fundamentally
reshape institutions of power. By analyzing, deconstructing, and
re-imagining power dynamics as they exist in US political life, we
hope to win meaningful change for liberation movements today
and prepare them to build transformative, inclusive pathways
tomorrow.
As such, we work through the YP4 Civic Enangement and
Vote Program to identify and resource young leaders striving
to engage in traditional get-out-the-vote organizing while
also challenging the institutional arrangements which bar too
many people in this country from being able to register to
vote and cast their ballot. Through our Civic Engagement and
Vote Summits, we train these leaders to run campaigns in their

communities while also developing an analysis of the policy and
legal barriers to full democratic participation. Through our Civic
Engagement and Vote Program, we engage our YP4 network in
a civic engagement initiative which operationalizes that training
to build long-term political power in communities left underresourced and under-served by many advocacy organizations. By
engaging people of color, immigrants, Trans and Queer people,
religious minorities, differently-abled people, economically
disadvantaged people, and other disproportionately affected
by structural violence as agents of their own liberation,
we’re actively flipping the script of whose voice matters in
conversations on US democracy and the future of the US.
As you read through this Civic Engagement and Vote Program
Little Black Book, we encourage you to think critically about the
ways that you not only relate to the franchise of voting but the
ways that you conceptualize yourself in relation to the State.
What actions are you taking to participate in, challenge, or reroute
power dynamics in your community, in your state, or across
the United States? What actions are you taking to build crossmovement solidarities that support transformative candidates
for elected office while also identifying movement leaders who
could and should stand for election? Or, how might you leverage
the power of non-voting tactics like direct action, lobbying, and
creative activism to create the cultural conditions under which
transformative change can come about? With these questions
in mind, we call you in to the YP4 Civic Engagement and Vote
Program and commit to walking alongside you to a collective
liberation forged through but which extends beyond institutions
like voting.
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The Movement History Timeline included below tells this story of our shared
democratic project. The events identified on this timeline came not as the result
of a “natural progression” of historical events but as a direct result of generations
of activists’ lasting and visceral sacrifice. As we organize our communities to build
political power, we invoke the memory of these freedom fighters and make the
shared commitment that their vision of a pluralistic, robust democracy will not die
on our watch.

1870 - Men of color
enfranchised into the
electorate following the
ratification of the 15th
Amendment.

1920 - White women given
the right to vote via the 19th
Amendment following mass
mobilizations through the
Suffrage Movement

1896 - Men of color
were disenfranchised
through Jim Crow Laws.
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1943 - The Chinese Exclusion
Act is repealed, making
immigrants of Chinese ancestry
eligible to vote.

1921 - Mexican Americans
organized to fight for
equality and the rights of
Mexican Americans to full
voting rights.

1964 – The 24th
Amendment prohibited
poll taxes in federal
elections.

MEGAN SHADE 2015 YP4 FELLOW
Megan, who was born on October 24 1990, is a North Carolinian southern gal at heart but has
Megan is a North Carolinian southern gal at heart but has lived under the Miami sun for
lived under the Miami sun for eight years now. She is a senior at Florida International University
eight years now. She is a senior at Florida International University and will be graduating
and will be graduating with a B.A. in Women Studies and a certificate in Queer Studies at Florida
with a B.A. in Women Studies and a certificate in Queer Studies at Florida International
International University.She has been a fierce social justice advocate for the past three years focusing
University. She has been a fierce social justice advocate for the past three years focusing
on reproductive and sexual health as well as LGBTQ issues. Intersectionality is her creed and she tries
on reproductive and sexual health as well as LGBTQ issues. Intersectionality is her
to reinforce this with every event, social media platform, rally, and speech.
creed and she tries to reinforce this with every event, social media platform, rally, and
speech.

Voting Rights Act (VRA)of
1965 – Protection of voter
registration and voting for
people of color and later
applied to English language
learners.

1971 - The 26th Amendment
gave all U.S. citizen adults
between the ages of 18-21
the right to vote.

1966 – Harper v. Virginia
Board of Elections prohibited
poll taxes or property
requirements in all U.S.
elections include state
elections.

2000s - At this time, 31% of
Black men in Florida were
barred from the polls due to
disenfranchisement laws.

1990 - The Americans with
Disabilities Act requires
access to the polls and to the
ballot for differently abled
folks.

2011 - 14 states passed photo
ID laws at the polls and Shelby
County of Alabama sued the
U.S. Attorney General arguing
that the Section 4 and 5 of the
VRA are unconstitutional.
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VOTER SUPPRESSION
FROM THE PAST TO THE PRESENT
JARRED BOWMAN 2015 YP4 FELLOW
Jarred Bowman is a rising senior at St. John’s University studying
Government, Politics, and History with a concentration in democratization
and nation building strategies. A native Washingtonian, Jarred is
deeply passionate about minority civic engagement and recently
served as a White House Intern in the Office of Public Engagement and
Intergovernmental Affairs.

Voting Rights
By the early to mid 1900s, discriminatory voting
laws targeting Black folks were so common to
Black life in the South that six of the eleven former
Confederate states legalized literacy tests that
were responsible for shattering voter turnout
among Black folks. Records show that “Louisiana
blocked Black voters arbitrarily deemed to have
“bad character” from voting, and Black voters in
Alabama were barred from voting unless a White
citizen would “vouch” for them.” Certainly, the
practice of voter discrimination employed on a
massive scale during the post- Reconstruction era
YP4 LITTLE BLACK BOOK

proved successful in blocking Black people from
the franchise.
By the turn of the 20th century, Mississippi
saw African-American voter turnout drop from
record numbers in the 1870s to just 15 percent.
Similarly, in Louisiana the number of registered
Black voters went from 130,000 in 1896 to 1,342
by 1904. State authorities continuously legalized
obstacles designed to prevent and limit the
political participation of Black folks in the South.
While some legal victories proved to diminish
the impact of particular practices, others would
crop up and provide a similar effect resulting in
further exclusion. Such examples include Supreme

Court decisions in 1927, 1944, and 1953, where
the Court ruled out three different versions of
the “White primary” in Texas because it kept
reappearing in slightly different form following
each ruling. Eventually, federal intervention and
private litigation proved ineffective in addressing
the tactics used by Southern states to stifle
registration and turnout amongst Black folks.
Finally, in 1965, the Voting Rights Act was enacted
to confront the nation wide practice of voter
discrimination against Black people.

Short Victories
Soon after the Voting Rights Act was passed,
voter registration and turnout among Black folks
increased significantly. Scholars estimate that
more than one million new African-American
voters were registered between 1964 and 1972.
Within the seven Southern states that the VRA
covered, Black registration increased from 29.3
percent to 56.6 percent between the enactment
of the VRA in August 1965 and January 1972.
In Mississippi, Black voter registration rates
rose from 6.7 percent to 59.8 percent. Studies
show that change was not only immediate
but also reflective of the sweeping provisions

Nonviolent protestors meet police on Edmund
Pettus Bridge in 1965 in Selma, Alabama, which
l a t e r b e c a m e k n o w n a s “ B l o o d y S u n d a y .”

outlined in Sections 4 and 5 of the VRA for the sole
purpose of mitigating previous disenfranchisement.
The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights found that, by
1968, Black voter registration was over 50 percent
in several southern states; prior to the passage of
the Act, only Florida, Tennessee, and Texas recorded
Black registration at those levels.

How this Impacts us Today
Still, the landmark Voting Rights Act of 1965 faced
increasingly hostile opposition as local and state
authorities continued to target Black voting strength
by suppressing their votes. Indeed, at-large elections
were considered incredibly effective in deterring and
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preventing the election of Black candidates, as were
municipal annexations of predominantly White
suburbs, and reapportionment and redistricting
until a landmark decision by the Supreme Court
in Allen v. State Board of Elections ruled that such
electoral changes as those exercised throughout
the South were subject to preclearance under
Section 5 of the Act.
Even as Section 5 was applied to the South,
it proved insufficient in totally eliminating
discriminatory voting mechanisms during the
late 1990s. Countless jurisdictions that weren’t
traditionally considered discriminatory continued
their practices even as they were dangerously close
to the federal microscope. In their neighboring
districts across town, many Black folks found newly
YP4 LITTLE BLACK BOOK

won political freedom under the VRA but still some
struggled to have their rights carried out without
the very local representation they were hoping
to receive to enforce it. Additionally, jurisdictions
that passed laws diluting the Black vote often were
noncompliant and did not submit these changes to
the United States Department of Justice (DOJ) or
the district court for preclearance, as required by
the VRA. Scores of such discriminatory practices
were thus implemented and left unchallenged in the
southern states. As districts repeatedly crafted new
and improved dilutive methods, Congress realized
that the VRA needed to be expanded. Subsequently,
after the 1982 adoption of the formula for coverage
standard under Section 4, voting rights legislation
changed drastically nationwide. Ever since, Section
4 has proven to be an essential tool in the fight
to combat racial vote dilution and has particularly
been unparalleled in its success of electing minority
candidates at the local level. As a result, the 1980’s
saw a significant increase in the number of cases
against the amendment.

Fannie Lou Hamer was an
outspoken civil rights activist
and voting rights advocate. She
co-founded Freedom Summer, a
campaign launched in June 1964 in
an attempt to register as many Black
voters as possible in Mississippi.
Activist Andrew Goodman died
fighting for equality, voting rights
and social justice during Freedom
Summer. The Andrew Goodman
Foundation was birthed to empower
Millennials to fully participate
Democratic process and build
political power.

“To make it hard, to make it difficult
almost impossible for people to cast
a vote is not in keeping with the
democratic process.”
Congressman John Lewis
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CASE STUDY I

SUPREME COURT GUTS THE VOTING RIGHTS ACT
JARRED BOWMAN 2015 YP4 FELLOW

Shelby v. Holder

On June 25, 2013 the Supreme Court of the
United States categorically decided that the
most sweeping civil rights legislation that the
U.S. had ever seen, the Voting Rights Act of 1965,
included several major provisions that failed
to meet a current need. In Shelby v. Holder, the
majority ruled that Sections 4 and 5 of the Voting
Rights Act of 1965 were outdated because the
type and degree of discrimination that people
of color faced at the height of the civil rights
movement in terms of access to the ballot no
longer exists today. Although when first enacted,
Section 4 of the Act established a broad formula
to identify areas with the most ramped voter
disenfranchisement, it did so with the direct
intent of targeting jurisdictions where a “test or
device” was used to restrict the opportunity to
register and vote. The outcome of the Shelby
v. Holder decision not only resulted in the
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disablement of the federal government’s ability
to specifically monitor those states, it also had the
effect of undermining the Justice Department’s
constitutional ability to protect minority citizens
from arbitrary electoral changes that almost
always disproportionately limit equitable access
to the ballot for ethnic and gender minorities.
Nevertheless, since the Court ruled that “Section
5 of the Voting Rights Act under the constraints
of Section 4(b) violated the Tenth Amendment
and Article Four of the Constitution”, Black folks
along with several other groups have faced
immeasurable impacts on their voting rights.
Indeed, a myriad of mechanisms have been used
to prevent members of minority groups from
exercising their right to vote, including voter ID laws,
redistricting plans, and felon disenfranchisement
laws, to name a few. Today, it is increasingly evident
that the 14th and 15th Amendment rights of Black
people and other under-resourced groups are under

attack. Although southern legislative bodies are
no longer enacting the same Jim Crow laws that
were common place when the Voting Rights
Act passed, many local and state government
authorities throughout the country are utilizing
more contemporary mechanisms commonly
referred to as “vote dilution” and “vote denial”
to preclude African-Americans from the
electoral process. It is the reason why Sections
4 and 5 of the VRA are just as necessary
today as ever before. Since the Court decided
on Shelby v. Holder there has been a gross
disregard for democratic values in our electoral
process. Moreover, the recent 21st-century
increase in Black populations throughout the
South has been met with a surge of county and
city government legislation ferociously seeking
to exchange single-member district elections
for at-large elections in order to capitalize on
racially polarized voting trends.
In accordance with the same discriminatory
methods that birthed the need for the Voting
Rights Act of 1965 in the first place, present
day legislators have similarly sought to create
almost identical political inequality through the
use of at-large and multi-member systems, to

name a few. In effect, by capitalizing on the partisan
advantage that takes place in a district that is racially
polarized, a single party can dilute voting strength
of any single community of color by simply installing
an at-large or multi-member system. As previously
mentioned, a politically close-knit under-resourced
community of folks of color, Queer and Transgender
people, immigrants, or differently-abled people that
constitutes a statistical majority in a single-member
district has a fair chance of electing a candidate
that represents their interests. However, following
the ruling in Shelby v. Holder that categorically
invalidated the need for states to receive
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preclearance approval to administer changes to electoral law, what many Southern states are beginning to
do consists of dividing district lines for the sole purpose of segregating communities of color, Queer and
Transgender people, immigrants, or differently-abled people voting groups throughout various districts
in order to maintain the status quo and weaken the potency of Black voters. Likewise, many legislative
bodies are also working on drawing district lines in order to concentrate or pack Black votes into one or
two districts so as to create a super-majority. In this way only certain districts can actually promise the
representation of diverse communities in elected office, thus diluting the power and influence of the Black
voters in the South.

The Takeaway
To this end, we can conclude that the politics of voter suppression and the arbitrary application of
the law have been given free reign to undermine the rights of certain members of our society. Indeed,
in Shelby v. Holder the Court decided that because
current conditions do not resemble those that existed
during the enactment of the law, there remain no
extreme circumstances to warrant such an excessive
use of congressional power in the states. However,
what you will soon learn is that there does in fact exist a
current and pressing need for more equitable access to
the voting franchise. We are not asking the Court to be
retroactive in its application of the law. Rather instead
we are expecting for the Court to adequately examine
contemporary practices that appear to unequivocally
constitute the “exceptional conditions” that qualify for
increased federal protections in the voting booth.
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•

“At the same time, voting discrimination still exists; no one doubts
that. The question is whether the Act’s extraordinary measures,
including its disparate treatment of the States, continue to satisfy
constitutional requirements. As we put it a short time ago, the Act
imposes current burdens and must be justified by current needs.”
Chief Justice John Robert
on the 5-4 ruling in Shelby

“Throwing out preclearance when it has worked and is continuing
to work to stop discriminatory changes is like throwing away your
umbrella in a rainstorm because you are not getting wet.”
Associate Justice Ruth Bader Ginsberg
on the same opinion
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CASE STUDY II

North Carolina’s Assault On Democracy
LELA ALI 2014 YP4 FELLOW
YP4 North Carolina Community College Consultant Lela Ali is a student at North Carolina
State University majoring in international political science and minoring in Middle East studies.
She is a proud Egyptian immigrant that was raised in Rocky Mount, NC. Lela has interned with
Common Cause NC and volunteered with Ignite NC where she recruited North Carolina
students to train to be poll monitors for elections.

For decades, the Voting Rights Act of 1965
required states with histories of discriminatory
voting laws to seek federal permission before
making changes to their election laws. However,
the Supreme Court’s decision to gut key parts
of the Voting Rights Act made it easier for states
like North Carolina- stained by a history of poll
taxes and Jim Crow laws- to enact restrictive
voting law provisions.
During the summer of 2013, the North
Carolina State Legislature passed the country’s
worst voter suppression law, House Bill 589,
after only three days of debate. The law, among
other things, reduced the number of days
in the early voting period, ended same-day
YP4 LITTLE BLACK BOOK

registration, prevented out-of-precinct voting,
ended the pre-registration of 16 and 17-year-olds,
and mandated strict voter ID requirements (no
student ID’s, no public employee ID’s, etc.). The law
cut the number of early voting days by a week and
eliminated same-day voter registration during the
early voting period despite the fact that 56% of
North Carolinians voted early in 2012 while 96,000
of them used same-day voter registration. Strict
voter ID provisions were enacted even though
an estimate of 318,000 registered voters in North
Carolina lack the narrow forms of acceptable
ID according to the state’s own numbers. In
addition to this, there has been no record of voter
impersonation in the past decade.

Strict voter ID provisions were enacted even
though an estimate of 318,000 registered voters
in North Carolina lack the narrow forms of
acceptable ID.
Particularly troubling is that these new laws
directly target under-resourced communities,
people of color, Queer and Transgender people,
immigrants, or differently-abled people - the
constituents that make up what is becoming the
new numerical majority in North Carolina, and
indeed, the entire South. For instance, while Black
people are 23% of registered voters in North
Carolina, 34% of them do not possess state-issued
ID’s. In 2012, 28% of Black folks were early voters
while 33% of them used same-day registration.
The broad reach of North Carolina’s new
voting restrictions has also disproportionately
suppressed women voters and particularly
women of color. Of the 3,575,713 registered
women voters in 2012, 202,714 of registered
women voters lack the identification necessary
to vote. And of all registered NC women voters in
2012, 70.48% were White while 29.52% were nonWhite. However, of the 202,714 registered women
voters who don’t have state issued ID’s, 56.48%
are white while 43.52% are non-white.

In the aftermath of the new voting laws, county
board of elections closed on-campus early
voting sites across the state, making it harder
for students to vote. As a result, students at
North Carolina State University, Duke University,
East Carolina University, the University of North
Carolina at Charlotte, and historically-Black
Winston-Salem State University lost their oncampus early voting locations. Early voting
locations were instead moved to hard-to-access
sites that were located several miles away from
campus and difficult to access via public transit.
These actions, however, led students and young
people around North Carolina to come together
in an effort to create a grassroots movement to
oppose these discriminatory laws. Vote trainings
and workshops led by young people have been
held at several different colleges and universities,
petitions were started to bring back early voting
sites on campuses across the state, and hundreds
of young people have volunteered as poll
monitor to monitor key precincts for any voter
intimidation or voter suppression.
Due to pressure following the lawsuit made
against the state by civil rights organizations
and the U.S. Department of Justice-a trial that is
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considered to be one of the biggest tests of the recently weakened federal Voting Rights Act of 1965the North Carolina General Assembly unexpectedly voted to “modify” the state’s strict requirement that
voters present government-issued ID at the polls. The law now allows voters to use an alternative form
of ID at the polls if they can declare a “reasonable impediment” that prevented them from presenting
an appropriate ID. In response to the law’s new language, all arguments over the voter ID provision
were set aside for a later hearing and although modifications were made to the law, the state did
not adequately educate people about the changes. This was particularly evident in the 2016 primary
elections where more than 218,000 voters, around 5%, were turned away from North Carolina’s polls
due to a lack of sufficient ID. A significant number of college students, in particular, reported being
denied the right to cast a ballot.
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ACTIONS YOU CAN TAKE

Steps that Can be Taken to Engage in Voting Activism
By now you’ve seen how history has shaped our current voting system, and it’s still far from perfect. There are
several things you can do to help improve it.

First Things First: Vote!
Some of the easiest ways to get involved is to join local groups. If you are a student, campus
government groups often hold events in early fall to register classmates to vote. Getting involved with
their committees can also be a great way to learn about the voting system. You can even still vote if you
are studying outside of your home state. Most states offer early or absentee voting while some mail
ballots to all registered voters. Some states may even let you vote in a different district than where your
permanent residence is located. Check with your state government to see which of these options are
available to you.

GOTV and Arrive with 5!

Your vote matters, but so do your friends’ ! On election day, try to bring at least five people with
you to the polls. Not only can you help the political process, you can also save gas by carpooling
together. For those who want to go above and beyond, you can try canvassing. Canvassing is a good
way to register people in your neighborhood, as well as asking friends, coworkers, and religious or
community groups. Very little is needed to help others register. You can get voter registration cards
from your local post office for free and besides a few pens, you’re basically ready! It helps to have a short
script or elevator speech to introduce yourself and the reason you are addressing the person. Include
information that might be of interest to the person, including any special voting options available in
your state. You can also enlist your friends to go door-to-door with you. However, some areas have
restriction on these enagement options.
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Education and Activism
Another way to get involved is to volunteer or donate to voting rights groups. There are plenty
nonpartisan groups that support voter engagement, including organizations such as:
•
•
•
•

Just Vote
League of Women Voters
Long Distance Voters
Young People For

•
•
•

Nonprofit VOTE
Rock the Vote
Voter Participation Center

Many of these websites have tools to help you register yourself and others, and some of them give
information on local events in the area. There are also plenty of groups and organizations that are
focused on motivating voters that are likely to vote for specific candidates and/or issues of interest to
them. Some of these interests may be related to voting directly.
Get involved with a cause. Groups like Fair Vote aim to not only make voting easier for everyone, but
also advocate for representative voting, national popular vote (instead of the electoral college system),
instant runoff voting, and a system where citizens are registered to vote automatically when they turn
18. There may be advocacy groups in your local area as well!
Daniel Runningen is a computer science major attending the College of Science and
Engineering at the University of Minnesota. As a strong advocate for environmental
and human rights issues, he hopes he can use technology to influence better
relationships between people and the environment. He acknowledges that people
enjoy both the technology and other products they use but wants to encourage
consumers to make smarter choices by creating a network of information geared
solely towards pushing green products and practices. He believes that many people
want a greener future but may not have the knowledge to help them remove waste
and chemicals from their lives.
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STUDENT ACTIVISM
ACROSS THE COUNTRY

Fighting Back Against Restricive Voter ID Laws
KATE BLACK 2015 YP4 FELLOW
Kate is a North Dakota native and dedicated to the extension of human rights in her own state.
While working with the Feminist Majority Foundation to encourage the students to vote, as
well as working to protect the reproductive rights of people in her state, Kate realized the
power of social change within communities. Her specific areas of interest within the realm of
social justice include reproductive rights, voting rights, and intersectionality.

Lost in the national coverage of voters turned
away at polls and voters unable to access a photo
Many news organizations have published stories ID from Department of Motor Vehicle offices open
on the effects of restrictive voter identification
for just six hours each month is our state of North
laws, most notably in Arizona, North Carolina, and
Dakota. For all of the attention gained from the
Wisconsin. Voter ID laws implemented since the
now waning oil boom and the movie “Fargo”, our
United State Supreme Court’s decision in Shelby
voter ID crisis remains largely unnoticed. With
County v. Holder in 2013 have managed to restrict or the passage of HB1333 in March of 2015, North
limit early voting periods, enact photo identification Dakota implemented the most restrictive voter
requirements, and more. These laws disproportion- identification laws of any in the nation. The state
ately affect college students, the poor, Native tribal still claims that voting in North Dakota is “Easy as
members, people of color, and those who reside in Pie”, while requiring state issued photo ID or driver’s
rural areas; all groups who are statistically less likely license at the voter’s current address, and blatantly
to possess the “appropriate” form of identification in denying tens of thousands in the state the right
each state.
to vote. Over 60% of college students in the state
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are not North Dakota residents, specifically in the
traditional college towns of Grand Forks and Fargo,
and are now unable to vote in the state in which
they attend school. Perhaps the most challenging
aspect of overcoming HB1333 in North Dakota
is its relative obscurity. Most North Dakotans
simply don’t know that new restrictions have been
implemented, and will instead most likely arrive at
the polls in June and November unaware of their
inability to vote.
North Dakota’s voting restrictions are more
than an inconvenience; they’re unconstitutional.
Identification necessary to vote amidst new voter
identification restrictions is available only from
North Dakota Department of Transportation
Driver’s License sites. Perhaps this would be a
feasible solution if the state’s driver’s license sites
operated under normal business hours. In the case
of the residents of Ransom County, North Dakota,
where my family is from, the nearest driver’s license
site in Lisbon, ND is open for just four hours and
forty minutes each month. Tribal members in the
state will now also face challenges as the tribal IDs of
the Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate, Turtle Mountain Band
of Chippewa and Spirit Lake Tribe do not require
the same information as the state’s new voter
identification law requires.
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Speak Out & Organize
As a result, voting rights organizing in North
Dakota, in my experience, has focused heavily on
voter education throughout the state. The state
government failed severely to educate the public
on the status of convoluted voter ID laws, so myself
and others across the state that are committed
to sustainable progress, have worked to educate
folks. Voter education has become necessary in
order for the purposefully disenfranchised to make
their voices heard.
As the 2016 election approached, much of the
focus turned solely to social media outreach, most
specifically to reach the folks who had gathered as
water protectors in the face of the Dakota Access
pipeline. Many of the protectors were and are
living in camp near their hometowns, but others
had travelled from various parts of the state in
solidarity. Through social media outreach to all
water protectors, the goal was to provide clear
and concise voting information as another means
of resistance to the factors which had led to the
need for water protectors in the area. In deliberate
collaboration with like-minded folks across the
state, we were able to build a trusted network in

order to inform folks who may not otherwise be
aware of the status of the most current voter ID
law in North Dakota.
In partnership with YP4, and their Arrive with
5 program, which encourages traditionally
disenfranchised populations to participate in
the electoral process, I was able to send 100
voter pledge cards to an organizer at the Oceti
Sakowin camp of water protectors, in order to
effectively engage as many voters, specifically
Native voters, at the camp as possible. We were
also able to recruit volunteers to drive groups
of voters to polling places near the camp, as
many are inaccessible to folks attempting to
vote. This work relied on the willingness of water
protectors with access to larger vehicles to aid
fellow protectors in accessing the ballot, and
was executed through communication with
organizers at the Sacred Stone camp. Although
election results, both statewide and nationwide,
have undermined the maintenance and
progressof civil liberties, I have come to reflect
upon the work and look back with a sense of awe.
I remain in awe of the deep sense of unity among
accepted division, the amazing resilience of those
folks who have been disenfranchised since the

first European settlement in Dakota, and the
commitment of all to generate change. The only
two counties in the state to defy President- elect
Trump in this election were Sioux and Rolette
Counties, which house the Standing Rock and Turtle
Mountain reservations, respectively. According to
reports released by the North Dakota Association
of Counties, 16,395 affidavits were used in the 2016
election, as allowed by the federal judge’s ruling in
the ID lawsuit brought by members of the Turtle
Mountain Band of Chippewa.
We will move forward, as we must. Having
established and strengthened these networks, we
must all work to further leverage voting power
in the state. Voter education is not effective if
we do not also attempt to increase early voting
opportunities in the state, continue to reject
voter ID laws, and support the implementation
of a comprehensive and transparent voter
registration system. This change is possible through
sustained community action, persistent contact
with legislators, and litigation. In increasing civic
engagement at every opportunity, however small,
we may build lasting power in order to effect
positive change.
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STUDENT ACTIVISM
ACROSS THE COUNTRY

Doing Civic Engagement work for the First Time
COREY DUTTON 2016 YP4 FELLOW
Corey’s civic engagement work has focused on addressing the fact that her state
of Kentucky was recently named number one for voter disenfranchisement. In
replicating Colleen Fonseca’s model for change, she reached out to the Louisville
Metro Jail to work directly with both the Deputy Director and the Director of the
Enough is Enough Program, a special unit for people in the jail struggling with
addiction, to register and request absentee ballots for incarcerated folks held on
misdemeanor offenses. In doing this, she encountered many already convicted folks,
and is committed to pushing efforts in the future for enfranchisement.

Doing civic engagement work during the
2016 election was a monumental task. Not only
was the state of politics emotionally draining
personally, but trying to work professionally
in that environment was even harder. I went
through bouts of feeling lost, helpless, confused,
and every emotion in between. . I had no idea
that the work I would do would change my
perspective on not only voting but also just life
in general. Where do you start when you know
there are hundreds of groups in the United States
who are disenfranchised?
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I sat and asked myself for hours what
the biggest problems were in my areahighlighting maps and polling stations,
reviewing voter turnout in my city again and
again. . At the time, I was frustrated because I
could find no huge red flags saying “This is the
issue! Go register some voters!” I had to dig
deeper.
I soon realized that the issue on my campus
and in my community wasn’t that people
didn’t want to register to vote, or that they

didn’t care, it was that they simply couldn’t
vote. An organizer I know was working on
getting incarcerated folks ready to vote,
so I contacted her to get some advice.
Brainstorming ideas with other organizers,
even when you are states away, can truly
transform the work you’re going to do. Once
again, I went out on a limb and emailed my
local jail. Surprisingly, they messaged me back
immediately and I suddenly had about a week
to throw together this idea. I printed some
registration forms, made absentee request
models, and headed to the jail. This turned
out to be one of the most impactful things I
have ever done. I talked to about 60 inmates
from the “Enough is Enough” an addiction
help program for incarcerated folks. I only
registered 13 individuals and was unable to
register the rest as they were already convicted
of a felony or were already sentenced, which
bars them from voting in Kentucky. Nothing
has ever broken my heart more than telling
them they couldn’t vote. All I could do was
tell them I was working on it, and there were
people who were fighting for their suffrage.

Even when I couldn’t do anything for them, they were
so thankful.
Civic engagement work can easily turn very
desensitized and impersonal. You can find yourself
mulling over districts and representatives, polls and
turnout numbers. But vote work is more than just
the numbers, candidates, and registration forms. It’s
about the people. It’s about the people who cannot
vote, the people whose lives are going to be changed
by this election, and the people you meet along the
way. The moment you forget that is the moment you
lose your fire for this work. Be friendly, show people
love, and make alliances. It’s the only way we will ever
have a true democracy.
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STUDENT ACTIVISM
ACROSS THE COUNTRY

Fighting Disenfranchisement in Incarcerated
Communites
COLLEEN FONESCA 2016 FELLOW

Colleen Fonseca’s work has focused on expanding access to the ballot box for vulnerable
populations. From her position within the Suffolk County criminal justice system Colleen
worked to register folks held in pretrial detention and those incarcerated for misdemeanor
crimes. She helped register over 263 incarcerated folks and registered many others to vote
through absentee ballots. Along with colleagues, she distributed voter materials both within
the entire Suffolk County correctional system.

“What are most people in jail here for?” I
paused for a moment as I waved to a unit
officer as I entered a cell block within the
Suffolk County House of Correction. The
question was asked by a social worker from
a local non-profit looking to learn about the
criminal justice system and how to better
service individuals returning from the justice
system.
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I answered the man’s question and fielded
others from the group of 8 or 9 service
providers as I guided them through the
winding hallways, classrooms, units, gardens,
and auto shop. This is a facility I walk through
often and have become familiarized with over
the past three years. As the guests fired away
questions for me, I confidently answered
them citing numbers and stats as evidence of
my knowledge and dedication to the topic.

I had become so comfortable and familiar
with the environment, I felt as though there was
very little that could go unnoticed, especially
in terms of social justice and civic engagement.
My work at the Sheriff’s Department centers on
creating community and public relations with
agencies, elected officials, and individuals in
various capacities. In an administration keen on
genuinely approaching our often-unjust system
with a social justice lens, it seemed impossible I
could miss anything. Despite my expertise, I had
developed some blind spots along the way.

each perspective system. Although I am a first
generation woman of color who has had family
members involved with the criminal justice system,
I do not directly suffer and experience the systemic
challenges of a currently or formerly incarcerated
individual.
The reality for many practitioners of social justice
is that we all hold in some type of capacity privileges
that impact our ability to uplift the communities
we work for. Despite how connected I try to be
alongside the currently and formerly incarcerated,
I do not face the same barriers, obstacles, and flat
out discrimination many of them will face. We must
Finding Your Blindspot
Thanks to my involvement with Young People learn from our communities, and look to them as our
sources of knowledge. It is not enough to teach and
For, I was able to shine a bright light onto one
help the communities we serve without anticipating
of my blind spots to create something truly
the lessons that they will teach us.
transformational. Felony disenfranchisement is
As part of my Young People For social justice
a topic that I have heard about commonly, read
project, I had my heart set and was hitting the
about, and heard first-hand in passing from
ground running on an issue I cared very passionately
currently and formerly incarcerated individuals
about. However, in the hustle and bustle of life I for. It wasn’t until I took the time to listen to those
simply overlooked it and moved forward paying who work alongside the currently incarcerated
little mind to this issue. This is the blinding effect that my project came into fruition. As Election Day
approached, I frequently overheard individuals
of privilege, and it is intentionally invisible to
discussing the presidential candidates, and heard
those of us who do not directly suffer within
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from staff about the many questions individuals
had about ballot initiatives. This all culminated in
registering 268 currently incarcerated individuals
between two corrections facilities in the Boston
area. In addition, all newly registered individuals
received nonpartisan information provided by
the Massachusetts Secretary of State’s Office, as
well as a one pager outlining and summarizing
Massachusetts state ballot initiatives and questions.
This would have never even have been my focus or
project if I hadn’t listened critically to a need in the
community I care so deeply about. Listening to our
incarcerated population led to real change.
The inspiration behind registering 200+ currently
incarcerated individuals who were awaiting their
sentences did not come from the many articles
or reports I’ve read from organizations with a
long roster of donors, or professors from Ivy
League colleges. It came from a fellow employee
overhearing a group of incarcerated men discussing
voter registration, sitting with them, and hearing
from their own lips about a right they are denied
and that many take for granted. Listening and
understanding the communities we serve cannot
be done through the lips of “representatives” or
“community leaders”
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“who we defer to in an attempt to assess a
community’s needs. It is our responsibility
and our duty as warriors for social change
to listen to the emotions and experiences
of our communities in an attempt to
constantly shine a light in hopes of
breaking through those blind spots. Staying
connected by continually listening to our
communities, not just having conversations,
but intentionally listening; is foundational
to the future of our nation. Without it, we
will continue to create policy agendas that
provide unsustainable Band-Aid solutions to
long term and systemic issues.

STUDENT ACTIVISM
ACROSS THE COUNTRY

Innovative Models of Civic Engagement at the
Local Level
NUNO PEREIRA 2016 FELLOW

Nuno Pereira leveraged his training from the YP4 Vote Program to work with the Mayor
of Hillside, New Jersey to expand the access of low-income folks, people of color, and
undocumented people to municipal ID’s. His long-term plan is to leverage the provision
of municipal ID’s and gather community pressure to make it possible for undocumented
immigrants to vote in local elections. Pereira was named to an official mayoral
commission which enabled him to oversee this project.

Many social justice advocates focus on the state
and federal level when seeking to create change;
however, I have found that the best initiatives are
born from the local level – right in your home town.
Always remember that the local level has its own
autonomy to an extent and is capable of passing its
own policies, aside from state legislation. Thus, local
governments are the gateways when engaging
with the community to pass policies and legislation
which can enhance the livelihood of its residents.
Imagine this like a domino effect, by having enough

Thus, local governments are the gateways
when engaging with the community to pass
policies and legislation which can enhance
the livelihood of its residents. Imagine this
like a domino effect, by having enough local
governments pass legislation it will reach the
state level and, eventually, the federal level.

Municipal ID Program
In my own work, I am harnessing the power
of municipal government by implementing
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a Municipal ID program for the Township of
Hillside in New Jersey. This ID not only will
stimulate the local government by creating
partnerships between the Hillside Municipal
Building and local businesses for a resident
discount program for goods and services from
partnered businesses, but also will serve as
a form of identification for undocumented
residents. This will in turn unlock access to many
opportunities: bank accounts to manage and
safeguard their money, local resources (e.g.
library and medical vaccinations), interaction
with law enforcement without fear, and the
ability to vote in local elections.

Tips for Maneuvering Local
Government
First, steps must be taken to understand what
your local government has already enacted in
the past: Are these policies similar to the desired
program? Has there been a precedence set
for allowing the desired program? Once you
become acquainted with the local government’s
past, start to look at what your local officials are
currently working on, which can be accessed
either on an online platform or by calling their
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office directly. Second, learn more about your town:
Who lives in this town (e.g. demographics,
religion, etc.)? How strong of a need is there for
this program? What businesses and organizations
are here? Third, make sure to do research in
neighboring towns and states which may have
passed a similar program; in doing so, you will be
able to take the preexisting structure and adapt
it to your community needs, a tactic known as
modeling.
Lastly, I would recommend two additional
considerations: look to work alongside non-profits
who are already involved in the field of the initiative
you are trying to implement, and make sure to
have a functional pitch. Non-profits will have
resources, both monetary and in-kind, which can
aid in pressuring officials that may be opposed
to the idea. Meanwhile, being able to recognize
the current political landscape and strategically
packaging your request so that it can reach both
sides, those in favor and those opposed, can help
take it across the finish line. The Municipal ID
Program is most beneficial to the undocumented;
however, I have focused primarily on advertising
its benefits for the local economy and business
owners. This is not to distance the program or to

deceive any one of the purpose, but instead to
avoid any immediate push back while getting
push back while getting enough popular
support to ensure the program’s passage.
It is imperative that all civic engagement
organizers understand the importance of local
and municipal work because this is how we
are able to continue fighting for equity. The
local level provides us with maneuverability
within the greater political landscape. By
working alongside the local government, a
community can effectively create safeguards
to prevent agents at the state and federal
level from having increased access to its most
vulnerable residents.
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CONCLUSION

Your right to vote – your right to participate
in your democracy – is on the line.

As you’ll have noticed, much of this Little Black
Book looks to the past; it seeks answers to our
present-day voting rights crisis by examining the
specific and systemic mechanisms by which those
in positions of authority have stolen, diluted, and
legislated away our ability to participate fully in the
democratic life of this country. We’ve made the
choice to employ this historical analysis for a reason.
The ability to shape this country’s future through
voting has been won by the sacrifice in blood, sweat,
and tears of the revolutionary freedom fighters
who’ve come before us. Efforts to deny every person
living in this country the chance to participate in
the building of our shared future is an affront to the
memory of those who gave everything so that our
world might be that much more equitable.
Looking to the past – to the martyrs of the Black
Freedom struggle in the 1960s, and even further
back to the countless immigrants, Native peoples,
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and women barred from accessing the ballot box
– YP4 sees a legacy of resistance to the status quo
and ever-present commitment on the part of our
fore-parents to the task of prying open access to
the ballot, prying open access to the democratic
process, and prying open access to better, more
secure lives for those who’d been confined to the
margins.
As we train young change-agents through our
YP4 Civic Engagement and Vote Program, we
are reminded that the work we are doing is
not new, nor is it unique to our generation. For
decades – if not centuries – young people, underresourced communities, people of color, Queer
and Transgender people, immigrants, differentlyabled people, and their intergenerational allies
have held their state and federal governments to
account for failing to live up to the promise of
“equal justice under the law.” They have registered

their peers to vote, educated their communities on
the role of elections within liberation movements,
and marched, organized, and protested when their
elected officials turned their back on progress and
diluted their efforts to build real, political power. It
is from their examples and the examples of young
people honoring their legacy each day through civic
engagement organizing, that we draw our motivation
for doing this work.
In the years to come, we know we face an
immense challenge: to ensure the viability of US
democratic life for our generation and for those
to come. As we struggle to build electoral power
in the pursuit of our liberation movements, we
are committed to leveraging the insights of the
YP4 network members to inform radical, pluralistic
civic engagement organizing. Collectively, we will
chart a path forward which challenges us all to
think critically about the ways we mobilize those
in our communities who can vote, organize our
communities to oppose barriers to restrict access
to the ballot box, and engage those who cannot vote
in efforts to build grassroots power through and
beyond elections.

In confronting this challenge of agitating for
full democratic participation, we’re steadfastly
rooted in the past with our eyes to the future. As
Reverend William Barber III, Chair of the North
Carolina NAACP, said in a recent sermon, “Justice
yesterday, today, and tomorrow is our battle cry ...
And if it didn’t stop them then, we can stand now.”
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ADDITIONAL
READINGS
YP4 PUBLICATIONS
The Fight for Voters’ Rights Is a Necessary Interruption (view article online: http://bit.ly/1VAC3xS)
by Mercedes Fulbright, Policy and Civic Engagement Associate
Supreme Court’s Denial of Wisconsin Voting Rights a Motivator for Millennials (view article online: http://bit.
ly/1HwQbAx) by Zach Koop, 2014 YP4 Fellow
PFAW PUBLICATIONS
Yesterday I Was Arrested to Send a Message to Congress. Here’s Why. (view article online: http://bit.ly/240TNHD)
PFAW Telebriefing: The Future Of Voting Rights (view article online:http://bit.ly/1Qzc41J)
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
Give Us the Ballot: The Modern Struggle for Voting Rights in America, book detailing the transformation of American
democracy under the VRA and the opposition that has sought to limit voting rights:
The Politics of Voter Suppression: Defending and Expanding Americans’Right to Vote (A Century Foundation Book), book
examining how U.S. election reforms have been used for partisan advantage and lays out a new framework for
analyzing today’s laws.
PARTNER ORGANIZATIONS
Demos, a public policy organization that produces research to address political and economic inequality.
www.demos.org
Common Cause, nonpartisan grassroots organization committed to protecting the rights of people living the United
States through coalition building, direct action, lobbying, and litigation.
www.commoncause.org
Fair Elections Legal Network, voter rights protection through administrative, legal, and legislative reform as well as
provide legal and technical assistance to voter mobilization organizations.
www.fairelectionsnetwork.com
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National Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights Under Law, works to secure equal justice for all through the rule of law,
targeting in particular the inequities confronting African Americans and other racial and ethnic minorities:
www.lawyerscommittee.org
Advancement Project, civil rights organization that provides legal and communication resources for on-the-ground
efforts.
www.advancementproject.org
Leadership Conference on Civil and Human RIghts, coalition of 200 organization that promote and protect the civil
and human rights of all persons in the United States.
www.civilrights.org
Democracy Initiative, coalition of organizations to get money out of politics and combat voter suppression
www.democracyforus.org
Long Distance Voter, online absentee ballot application for every state in the United States
www.longdistancevoter.org
Fair Vote, research and propose common sense changes to strengthen democracy and ensure all voices are heard and
every vote counts in every election:
www.fairvote.org
Brennan Center for Justice, New voting rights restrictions for 2016 national elections are found here
www.brennancenter.org/student-voting
NAACP Legal Defense and Education Fund, uses litigation, advocacy, and public education to expand democracy,
eliminate disparities, and achieve racial justice in America:
www.naacpldf.org
Rock the Vote, nonprofit organization to encourage youth voter turnout through music, arts, and technology
www.rockthevote.com
Mi Familia Vota: Mi Familia Vota Education Fund is a national non-profit organization working to unite the Latinx
community and its allies to promote social and economic justice through civic participation.
www.mifamiliavota.org
Turbo Vote: Turbo Vote is an application that makes voting easy.
www.democracy.works/turbovote
Voto Latino: Voto Latino is a pioneering civic media organization. Through innovative digital campaigns, they empower
young Latinxs to be agents of change.
www.votolatino.org
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